Defensins and inflammation: the role of defensins in inflammatory bowel disease.
Defensins are antimicrobial peptides produced at a variety of epithelial surfaces. In the intestinal tract, they contribute to host immunity and assist in maintaining the balance between protection from pathogens and tolerance to normal flora. However, attenuated expression of defensins compromises host immunity and hence may alter the balance toward inflammation. Altered defensin production is suggested to be an integral element in the pathogenesis of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). Evidence for this is shown in Crohn's disease where reduced alpha-defensin levels are seen in patients with ileal disease and reduced beta-defensin levels in those with colonic involvement. Further evidence is provided by research linking nucleotide oligomerization domain 2 (NOD2) mutations and deficient defensin expression. However, alternate studies suggest that NOD2 status and defensin expression are independent, and that defensin deficiency is due to mucosal surface destruction as a result of inflammatory changes, indicating that reduced defensin expression is a symptom of the disease and not the cause. Although it is clear that defensin expression is altered in IBD, it is less clear whether defensin deficiency is implicated in the pathogenesis of IBD or is a consequence of the disease process. The aim of this article is to review the current knowledge of defensins in IBD and discuss their potential role in IBD pathogenesis.